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crops in the hills, or tending cattle, but they are cheery and
hospitable to the few strangers who visit their isolated kingdom.
"Much of the merchandise and various articles that are seen
coming into Khatmandu are carried on human backs. Women
as well as men carry surprisingly heavy loads, usually suspended
from a strap across the forehead. A story is current that one
woman carried a piano for more than a hundred miles up hill
and down dale into the capital, an amazing feat, but yet not to
be wondered at when one has seen some of the coolies with
their burdens.
"The roads into Nepal are purposely kept in poor repair, for
the Nepalese prefer to discourage visitors and live a life apart.
It is said that with the foreigner comes trouble, and with the
Bible conies the bayonet. There are, as already indicated, a
few excellent roads and probably later on these will be increased
as the Nepalese become more accustomed to the modern way.
"Leaving Nepal, a three days' journey through the hills and
the Terai, on foot and pony, by motor and rail, brought me to
Delhi, the sacred Moslem city of India, the Rome-of the East,
and the seat of government in the cold weather months from
October to April. Legend tells us that Delhi has from time
immemorial been the site of a capital city, and there are few
places that one approaches with greater curiosity and anticipa-
tion.
"A few days prior to my arrival, His Excellency the Viceroy
had honoured us by inspecting both the Wesdands and their
complicated installations with the greatest interest. Lord "Wil-
lingdon is to a high degree air-minded, and travels by air
whenever possible, recognising the great future that lies before
aviation, especially in India the land of vast distances which the
aeroplane can encompass with rapidity and comfort.
"Lady Willingdon, a personality of abounding energy and
perspicacity, is likewise a protagonist of aviation, and realizes
that India, no less than Britain, stands to gain immensely by the
development of air services. This acute and eminently respon-
sible observer of events and tendencies in India, has availed
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